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Abstract: Due to advantages such as low power consumption and high concealment, deceptive
jamming against synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has received extensive attention in electronic coun-
termeasures. However, the false targets generated by most of the deceptive jamming methods still
have limitations, such as poor controllability and strong regularity. Inspired by the idea of waveform
coding, this paper proposed a repeater-type SAR deceptive jamming method through the joint encod-
ing of amplitude and phase in intra-pulse and inter-pulse, which can generate a two-dimensional
controllable deceptive jamming effect. Specifically, the proposed method mainly includes two parts,
i.e., grouping and encoding. The number of groups determines the number of false targets, and the
presence of the phase encoding produces false targets. The amplitude encoding affects the amplitude
of the false targets. For the intra-pulse cases, the proposed method first samples the intercepted SAR
signal. Meanwhile, the sampling points are grouped in turn. For the inter-pulse cases, the grouped
objects are the pulses. Subsequently, the joint encoding of amplitude and phase is performed on each
group, which generates jamming signals with deceptive effects. In this paper, the imaging effect of
the generated jamming signals is analyzed in detail, and the characteristics of false targets, including
numbers, position, and amplitude, are derived. The simulation and experimental results verify the
correctness of the theoretical analysis. In addition, the superiority of the proposed method is verified
by comparing it with other methods.

Keywords: deceptive jamming; synthetic aperture radar (SAR); electronic countermeasures (ECM);
repeater-type jamming

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an active microwave remote sensing imaging sys-
tem [1–3]. Compared with optical remote sensing, SAR has unique advantages that can
work at all times of day and under complex weather conditions and is widely used in vari-
ous fields, such as environmental remote sensing [4–7] and military reconnaissance [8,9].
Especially in the military field, SAR has progressed into becoming the core sensor of strate-
gic reconnaissance and battlefield surveillance in modern warfare. Meanwhile, to protect
the information of important targets and areas, various jamming technologies against
SAR have been paid more and more attention in the field of electronic countermeasures
(ECM) [10–12].

SAR jamming technology actually prevents the enemy from obtaining effective infor-
mation from SAR imaging [13]. In general, from the perspective of the jamming effect, SAR
jamming can be classified into barrage and deceptive jamming. Barrage jammers increase
the noise level of the echo to bury the target of interest by transmitting random noise
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over a frequency band wider than the SAR bandwidth [14]. Although the implementation
of barrage jamming is simple, the power requirements of the jammer are relatively high,
which means that it will face an expensive cost budget in actual ECM. Deceptive jamming
implants an elaborately designed false scene or target into the SAR image by sending a
false target signal with similar characteristics to the real target signal, which affects the
interpretation process of the SAR image and achieves the jamming effect of “hard to dis-
tinguish real from imitation” [15]. Deceptive jamming, as opposed to barrage jamming,
does not require high transmit power and has the advantages of strong concealment and
low consumption. In addition, even if the deceptive target is discovered, it is difficult to
eliminate by common anti-jamming measures. As a result, the study of deceptive jamming
obtains more appealing and promising results for future ECM [16,17].

1.2. Previous Work

In the past few decades, various deceptive jamming methods have been proposed.
According to the workflow of jamming implementation, these methods can be classified
into direct-type and repeater-type deceptive jamming [18].

1.2.1. Direct-Type Deceptive Jamming

According to the parameter information of the reconnaissance SAR signal, the direct-
type deceptive jamming directly generates jamming signals and transmits them to the
enemy, which creates false targets in the SAR image. The key to implementation depends
on the accuracy of electronic reconnaissance. Reference [19] analyzed the influence of direct-
type jamming with different parameter errors on the jamming effect through simulation
experiments. Qu et al. developed a reconnaissance equation for SAR satellite reconnais-
sance, which realized the requirements for grounding the reconnaissance equipment in the
reconnaissance of satellite signals [20].

Although direct-type jamming has the advantage of being one-way, it relies heavily
on the accuracy of electronic reconnaissance. Meanwhile, the direct-type jamming needs
to accurately calculate the position of the SAR flight to transmit the false target jamming
signal to the corresponding pulse moment, which is usually difficult to achieve in the
environment of high-speed, changing warfare.

1.2.2. Repeater-Type Deceptive Jamming

For repeater-type deceptive jamming, the jammer intercepts the SAR signal in the
protected area and applies a specific modulating method to generate the jamming signal.
Subsequently, the generated jamming signal is retransmitted back to the SAR device. Com-
pared to direct-type deceptive jamming, repeater-type deceptive jamming is simpler to
implement, has lower parameter accuracy requirements, and does not require calculating
the radar flight position. Given these benefits, repeater-type deceptive jamming has re-
ceived a great deal of attention. At present, the main methods include time-delay phase
modulation, convolution modulation, frequency diverse array (FDA), and interrupted
sampling repeater jamming (ISRJ).

(1) Time-delay phase modulation: The jamming method of time-delay phase modulation
is a traditional SAR deceptive jamming method that treats the jammer as a linear time-
invariant (LTI) system within a single pulse repetition interval (PRI). After passing through
the LTI system, the intercepted SAR is modulated with a time-delay phase to generate
false targets in the SAR image. However, it faces two problems. One is to accurately
calculate the propagation delay between jammers and false scatterers at each PRI. The
other is that it requires a large amount of computation. To overcome these deficiencies,
Lin. et al. proposed a fast generation method for SAR deceptive jamming signals based
on the inverse Range Doppler (RD) algorithm [21]. Reference [22] proposed a method for
segmented modulation. From the frequency-domain, Yang et al. proposed a method of
frequency-domain pre-modulation [23]. Reference [24] proposed a frequency-domain three-
stage algorithm method. Liu. et.al. proposed an inverse Omega-K algorithm method [25].
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Subsequently, Yang et al. proposed a large-scene deceptive jamming method based on the
idea of module division [26]. On this basis, Yang et al. proposed a large scene deceptive
jamming algorithm based on time-delay and frequency-shift template segmentation [27].

Although the above methods alleviate the insufficiency to a certain extent, a large
amount of computational burden and the accurate calculation of the propagation delay are
still unresolved problems.

(2) Convolution modulation: Convolution modulation jamming obtains the jamming
signal by convolving the pre-designed jamming function and the intercepted SAR signal.
Wang et al. first proposed the principle of convolution modulation jamming implementa-
tion [28]. Zhou et al. proposed a large-scene deceptive algorithm based on the convolution
modulation theorem [29]. However, it was only suitable for spaceborne SAR in broadside
mode. Zhao et al. proposed a jamming method that used an electromagnetic model of the
target, which could reflect more details such as scatterer changes and shielding effects [30].
However, a lot of computational resources were still required. Tai et al. proposed a parallel
convolutional deceptive jamming method [31].

Although SAR deceptive jamming based on convolution modulation does not need
to accurately calculate the propagation delay between jammers and false scatterers, con-
strained to the convolution theorem, the false targets often lag behind the real targets.
Meanwhile, a high level of computational complexity is also required, which is difficult to
maintain in real-time processing.

(3) FDA: The FDA-based jamming method has small frequency increments between
adjacent antenna elements, which produces a transmitted beam pattern related to angle,
range, and even time. Zhu et al. first proposed a spaceborne SAR deceptive jamming tech-
nology based on the characteristics of FDA [32], which could generate evenly distributed
false targets in the SAR image. Bang et al. proposed FDA-based space–time–frequency
deceptive jamming against SAR [33]. By controlling the array number and frequency
increment of FDA, the false targets could be generated, but the imaging effect of edge false
targets was low. Huang et al. proposed a spaceborne scattered-wave, FDA-based SAR
deceptive jamming method [34] and analyzed the imaging effect in detail. However, the
false targets generated only exist in the range direction. On this basis, Huang et al. applied
the FDA-based SAR jamming method to move the deceptive target.

FDA-based SAR deceptive jamming has low computational complexity and can con-
trol the number of false targets [35]. However, restricted by equipment, FDA-based SAR
deceptive jamming still has the following deficiencies. First, if an excessively large fre-
quency increment is used, additional range ambiguity and Doppler ambiguity will be
generated, which results in poor imaging quality in the false targets. Second, the number
of false targets depends on the number of FDA array antennas, which will increase the
hardware cost and system complexity if a large number of false targets are to be generated.
Third, the false target only exists in the range direction and cannot achieve two-dimensional
(2D) deceptive jamming.

(4) ISRJ: Based on the working method of sending and receiving time-sharing data,
ISRJ has received extensive attention in recent years. Wang et al. first proposed the idea of
ISRJ and expounded the mathematical principles [36]. Wu et al. applied ISRJ to SAR for
the first time and proposed an implementation scheme for ISRJ in the range and azimuth
directions [37]. Subsequently, Zhong et al. proposed an improved ISRJ algorithm, which
was based on the digital radio frequency memory (DRFM) technique and could obtain
multiple false targets before the real targets [38]. Feng et al. summarized the ISRJ jamming
technical framework and analyzed, in detail, the key jamming factors that determine the
characteristics of false targets [39]. Sun et al. proposed a jamming method combining phase
modulation and ISRJ, but it only simulated one-dimensional (1D) signals [40].

Although ISRJ can produce 2D deceptive jamming effects, the amplitude of false
targets is distributed in the shape of a sin c function. In addition, the number of false targets
is jointly determined by a variety of parameters, and it is difficult to precisely control the
number of false targets [39].
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In brief, although the above methods can produce deceptive jamming effects in SAR
images, they still have their limitations. Meanwhile, with the continuous development
of ECM, some composite methods have been proposed [41,42]. However, most of these
jamming methods are a combination of existing jamming methods. Therefore, for enriching
the theory of ECM and realizing the protection of sensitive targets, it is of great significance
to develop diversified and controllable deceptive jamming methods.

1.3. Main Contributions of This Paper

To overcome the limitations of existing jamming methods, inspired by the idea of
waveform coding, this paper proposes a 2D, controllable, diversified SAR deceptive jam-
ming method. The core of the proposed method is to encode the intercepted SAR signal.
By applying different encoding forms, diverse deceptive jamming effects can be achieved
in the SAR image. Specifically, the intra-pulse coding controls the range direction jamming
effect, and the inter-pulse coding controls the azimuth direction jamming effect. In intra-
pulse coding cases, the method first samples the intercepted SAR signal and the special
grouping of sampling points. Then, amplitude and phase joint encoding is performed for
each group separately. The number of false targets is determined by the number of groups,
and the joint encoding of phase and amplitude affects the amplitude ratio of the false target
to the real target. In the inter-pulse coding case, the principle is similar to that of intra-pulse
coding. The difference is that the encoding objects of the inter-pulse are pulse trains. More
specifically, the major contributions of this paper can be summarized as.

• A repeater-type deceptive jamming model is established, and a deceptive jamming
method through the joint coding of amplitude and phase in intra-pulse and inter-pulse
(CAPII) is proposed. The proposed method can generate false targets with different
amplitudes and numbers in 2D.

• The imaging results of the proposed algorithm are analyzed and deduced in detail.
Specifically, false target characteristics, including the number, position, and amplitude
of the false target, are discussed separately.

• The feasibility of the proposed method is verified by simulation experiments. Using
ISRJ and FDA as a comparative experiment, the superiority of the proposed method
is verified.

1.4. Organization of This Paper

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The model of repeater-type
deceptive jamming and methods, including the FDA-based jamming method, ISRG, and
the proposed method in this paper, are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 provides a detailed
analysis of the imaging effects of the proposed method. The simulation experiments are
provided in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the proposed method. Section 6 provides
the conclusion.

2. Model and Methods
2.1. SAR Jamming Model

Taking Stripmap SAR as an example, when a repeater-type jammer is against a SAR
system, the geometric relationship between the SAR, the jammer, the swath, and internal
protected targets is shown in Figure 1. Without a loss of generality, point O represents
the origin of the coordinates, and H represents the SAR flight height. Assume that the
SAR platform is flying at a constant speed, v, along the Y-direction. P represents SAR
platforms. R0 represents the slant range of the closest approach between the protected scene
center and the SAR platform. The jammer is placed at point M

(
xj, 0, 0

)
. The red dashed

line represents the swath width. Rr represents the instantaneous slant range between the
protected scene center and the SAR platform, i.e.,

Rr(η) =
√

xj
2 + (vη)2 + H2, (1)
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where η stands for azimuth time.
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Figure 1. Geometry model of repeater-type jamming.

The working mechanism of repeater-type deceptive jamming is based on “intercept–
modulate–retransmit“, as shown in Figure 2. The jammer performs a series of operations on
the intercepted SAR signal, including amplification, down converter, and analog-to-digital
(A/D) converter, to obtain a digital baseband signal. The jammer performs intra-pulse
and inter-pulse coding on the digital baseband signals to generate jamming signals. By
applying different encoding forms, different jamming effects will be produced in the SAR
image. Finally, after digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, upconverter, and gaining control,
the jamming signal is retransmitted to the SAR device. The false targets can be generated
in the SAR image after the jamming signal is 2D-filtered by SAR.
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2.2. FDA-Based Deceptive Jamming Method

FDA-based SAR deceptive jamming is implemented by retransmitting the intercepted
SAR signal through the FDA. The carrier frequencies of the array elements in an FDA
radar are slightly distinguished, which can produce a range-angle-dependent beampattern.
Therefore, the jamming signal transmitted through the FDA produces false targets in the
range direction of the SAR image [38]. Figure 3 shows the signal model of an FDA, where
d is the spacing among the array elements. θ is the azimuth angle of the jammer to the
boresight of the FDA. N stands for the number of FDA arrays. ∆ f represents the carrier
frequency increment among the FDA antennas. f0 represents the carrier frequency of the
intercepted SAR signal.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the FDA transmitter.

The roundtrip of the SAR signals transmitting through the n-th arrays of the FDA to
the SAR receiver can be expressed as

RJn = Rr +
√

xj
2 + [vη + (n− 1)d]2 + H2, (2)

where Rr represents the instantaneous slant range between the FDA receiving antenna and
the SAR. The jamming signal received by the SAR platform can be expressed as

SFDA(tr, η) =
N−1
∑

n=1
A0wr(t− RJn/c)wa(η − ηc) exp{−j2π[ f0 + (n− 1)∆ f ]RJn}

· exp(j2πn∆ f ) exp
[

jπKr(t− RJn/c)2
] (3)

where A0 represents the amplitude modulation coefficient of the jammer. wr is the SAR
pulse complex envelope. wa represents the azimuth envelope. ηc represents the Doppler
center frequency. c is the speed of electromagnetic waves in free space. The η stands for
azimuth time, and Kr is the chirp rate of the intercepted SAR signal.

SAR deceptive jamming based on FDA, as shown in Figure 3, is equivalent to the super-
position of multiple echoes of different carrier frequency components. It is because of carrier
frequency difference that false targets appear in the range direction of the SAR image [38].

2.3. ISRG Method

The ISRJ samples a small part of the signal with high fidelity and then retransmits,
with sampling and retransmitting working alternately. As shown in Figure 4, the sam-
pling signals in the azimuth and range directions are assumed to be rectangular envelope
pulse trains.
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The range direction interrupting the sampling pulse signal, Q1(t), can be expressed as

Q1(t) = rect
(

t
Tw1

)
⊗

+∞

∑
nr=−∞

δ(t− nrTs1), (4)
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where ⊗ represents the convolution operation. The rect represents the rectangular window
function. δ is the impulse function. Tw1 represents the sampling width, and Ts1 represents
the sampling period in the range direction. The Tw1/Ts1 is defined as the range sampling
duty cycle.

The azimuth interrupting the sampling pulse signal Q2(t) can be expressed as

Q2(t) = rect
(

t
Tw2

)
⊗

+∞

∑
na=−∞

δ(t− naTs2), (5)

where Tw2 represents the pulse width, usually Tw1 < Tw2, and Ts2 represents the azimuth
sampling period. Tw2/Ts2 is defined as the azimuth sampling duty cycle. After 2D ISRJ,
the jamming signal received by SAR can be expressed as

SISRG(tr, η) = wr[tr − 2Rr/c]wa(η − ηc) exp
[

jπKr(tr − 2Rr/c)2
]

· exp(−j4π f0Rr/c)Q1(tr)Q2(η).
(6)

For SISRG(tr, η), after pulse compression (PC), a 2D deceptive jamming effect can be
generated. Meanwhile, as in (6), the jamming effect of ISGR is affected by various factors,
such as sampling duty cycle, sampling period, sampling width [39], etc.

2.4. The Proposed Method

Waveform coding technology can change the time-domain SAR waveform at different
times with a high degree of freedom [43]. Based on waveform coding technology, this
paper proposes a repeater-type SAR deceptive jamming method through the joint coding
of amplitude and phase in intra-pulse and inter-pulse, i.e., CAPII, which can achieve a 2D
controllable deceptive jamming effect. The core of the CAPII method is to carry out the
special encoding of the intercepted SAR signals between the intra-pulse and inter-pulse,
which mainly includes the following two aspects. One is to carry out the special grouping of
the intercepted SAR signals between the intra-pulse and inter-pulse. The second is to encode
different groups. The encoding objects within the pulse are different sampling points, and
the encoding objects between pulses are different pulses. In addition, the encodings within
and among the pulses are independent of each other and have no sequence.

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the principle (taking 3 groups as an example). The
solid lines in Figure 5 represent the transmitted pulses by the jammer, where different
colors represent different encoding forms. Solid lines of the same color represent that these
pulses are encoded in the same form, i.e., the same group in inter-pulse. The markers on
the solid line represent different encodings of sample points within the pulse. Similarly,
the same marker represents the sample points having the same encoding value, i.e., the
same group in intra-pulse. The arrangement of different groups within the inter-pulse and
intra-pulse is shown in Figure 5, in which they are alternately arranged.
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The jammer is deployed in the protected area, which intercepts the radiated SAR
signal, and performs high-speed full-pulse sampling through the D/A converter. Moreover,
the sampling rate follows the Nyquist sampling theorem. The intercepted baseband SAR
signal can be expressed as

S(t) =
+∞
∑

n1=−∞
rect

(
t− n1Tr − Rr(t)

c

)
exp

(
−j2π fc

Rr(t)
c

)
· exp

{
−jπKr

[
t− n1Tr − Rr(t)

c

]2
}

,
(7)

where fc is the carrier frequency of the intercepted SAR signal, and Tr is the pulse
duration time.

Then, intra-pulse and inter-pulse coding are performed on the intercepted baseband
SAR signal. Encoding is the core of the CAPII method, and different jamming effects can
be obtained by changing encoding forms. For intra-pulse encoding, the encoding object
is sampling points, and all pulses are encoded in the same form within the pulse. Firstly,
a special grouping of sample points is required. Assuming that the impulse function is
adopted for grouping, it can be expressed as

δ(t) =
{

1, t = 0
0, t 6= 0

. (8)

Then, amplitude and phase joint encoding are performed separately for each group.
It is noteworthy that encoding values are the same within the same group, but different
among the different groups, i.e.,

P(t) =
Mr−1

∑
mr=0

∞

∑
lr=−∞

δ

(
t− lrMr −mr −

Rr(t)
c

)
exp(jϕmr)γmr , (9)

where Mr represents the number of intra-pulse groups, mr represents the index of different
groups in intra-pulse, and lr represents the index of the sample point position. ϕmr ε[−π, π]
and γmr represent the phase and amplitude encoding values of the mr-th group, respectively.
The phase encoding values are different for all groups, and the amplitude encoding can
be the same or different. By performing grouping and coding for each intercepted pulse,
the intra-pulse coding is realized, which produces a deceptive jamming effect in the fast
time-domain.

For inter-pulse coding, the coding principle is similar to that of intra-pulse coding,
but the object of inter-pulse encoding is the pulse. First, different pulses need to be
grouped according to the intercepted SAR signal. Then, amplitude and phase encoding
are performed on each group. Regarding inter-pulse grouping and coding principles, the
same regulations and limitations apply as in intra-pulse amplitude and phase joint coding.
Specifically, the inter-pulse phase and amplitude joint coding principle can be expressed as

Q(t) =
Ma−1

∑
ma=0

∞

∑
la=−∞

rect
[

t− (laMa −ma)Tr

Tr

]
exp(jϕma)γma , (10)

where Ma represents the number of groupings in the inter-pulse, ma represents the index
of different groups within inter-pulse, and la represents the index of the different pulses.

The jamming signal, after the joint coding of amplitude and phase in the intra-pulse
and inter-pulse, can be expressed as

SJamming = S(t)P(t)Q(t). (11)

According to (11), the jamming signal is equivalent to modulating the intercepted
SAR signal with two jamming terms. Therefore, the major computational complexity of
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the proposed method isWa·Wr, whereWa andWr represent the number of pulses in the
intercepted SAR signal and the number of sampling points of a single pulse, respectively.
Then, the jamming signal is retransmitted through the jammer. After the jamming signal,
SJamming, is sent to the SAR platform, it is sampled in 2D. Here, the working delay of
the jammer is ignored. Decomposing the received jamming signal into 2D, i.e., slow
time-domain, η, and fast time-domain, tr, it can be expressed as

SU(tr, η) = rect
(

tr−2τ
Tr

)
rect

(
η
Ts

)
exp(−j4π fcτ)

· exp
[

jπKr(tr − 2τ)2
]

P(tr − τ)Q(η),
(12)

where Ts represents synthetic aperture time. The τ is the time delay in the fast time-domain,
which can be expressed as

τ =
Rr(η)

c
. (13)

Rr(η) is the instantaneous slant range from the jammer to the SAR platform. After
expanding using the Taylor formula, Rr(η) can be expressed as

Rr(η) =
√

xj
2 + (vη)2 + H2 ≈ R0 +

v2

R0
η2. (14)

The P(tr) and Q(η) in (12) represent the jamming modulation terms performed by the
jammer on the intercepted SAR signal, i.e., the joint coding of the intra-pulse and inter-pulse
amplitude and phase. From (9) and (10), the main parameters that affect the jamming
modulation terms include the number of groups, phase encoding values, and amplitude
encoding values. By controlling these parameters, a variety of deceptive jamming effects
can be generated in SAR images.

3. Signal Imaging Process and Analysis

To analyze the performance of the proposed method in this paper, ignoring the cou-
pling between the azimuth and the range directions [41], the echo of the jamming signal
can be divided into the range component, SR(tr), and the azimuth component, SA(η), i.e.,

SR(tr) = rect
(

tr−2τ
Tr

)
exp

[
jπKr(tr − 2τ)2

] Mr−1
∑

mr=0

+∞
∑

lr=−∞
δ(tr − lrMr −mr − 2τ) exp(jϕmr)γmr

SA(η) = rect
(

η
Ts

)
exp

(
−jπKaη2) Ma−1

∑
ma=0

+∞
∑

la=−∞
δ(η − laMa −ma) exp(jϕma)γma ,

(15)

where Ka represents the azimuth chirp rate, i.e.,

Ka =
2v2

λR0
, (16)

where λ = c/ fc stands for the carrier wavelength.
At present, there are many algorithms for processing the SAR signal, such as the RD

algorithm, the chirp scaling algorithm, and the Omega-k algorithm, which were proposed
based on different application scenarios. In this paper, the RD algorithm is chosen as the
jamming imaging algorithm since the RD algorithm decomposes the echo into the range
and the azimuth echo, which is convenient for analysis. Meanwhile, the RD algorithm im-
plements 2D PC in the frequency domain and reaches a high level of integration. Generally,
the RD algorithm requires two steps, i.e., range compression and azimuth compression.
This section will discuss them separately.

3.1. Range Compression

From the above, the echo components in the range direction are divided into Mr
groups. In this subsection, for simplicity, each group is analyzed separately, and the values
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of other groups are set to 0. As shown in Figure 6, the sum of Mr groups, i.e., the range
echo components, can be expressed as

SR(tr) = S(1)
R (tr) + S(2)

R (tr) + S(3)
R (tr) + · · ·+ S(Mr−1)

R (tr), (17)

where the mr-th group S(mr)
R can be expressed as

S(mr)
R (tr) = rect

(
tr−2τ

Tr

)
exp

[
jπKr(tr − 2τ)2

]
·

+∞
∑

lr=−∞
δ(tr − lrMr −mr − 2τ) exp(jϕmr)γmr .

(18)

when processing digital signals, the spectrum of the signal is obtained by discrete Fourier
transform (FT). For convenience, the digital frequency is represented by the analog fre-
quency, so the spectrum of S(mr)

R (tr) can be expressed as

S(mr)
R ( fr) = rect

(
fr
Br

)
ρmr exp

(
−jπ fr

2

Kr

)
exp(−j4π frτ)

+ρmr

1
∑

G=0

Mr−1
∑

k=1
rect

{{
[ fr− 1

2 βr (G,k)]− 1
4 (−1)G( fsr−Br)

}
(−1)G+1βr (G,k)+Br/2+ fsr/2

}
+ exp(−j2πkmr/Mr) exp

[
−jπ [ fr−βr (G,k)]2

Kr

]
exp(−j4π frτ),

(19)

where Br is the bandwidth. fsr represents range sampling frequency, and the value of G is 0
or 1; this is because the frequency spectrum range that can be observed is [− fsr/2, fsr/2 ].
When G takes other values, the spectrum component does not fall within [− fsr/2, fsr/2 ]
after shifting to the right or to the left of k fsr/Ma, as shown in Figure 7.
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ρmr( fr) represents the amplitude and phase encoding terms, i.e.,

ρmr = exp(jϕmr)γmr . (20)

βr(G, k) is a function introduced for shorthand and can be represented as

βr (G, k) = k fsr/Mr − G fsr. (21)

Thus, the frequency-domain expression of the range echo component, SR(tr), can be
expressed as

SR( fr) = S(1)
R ( fr) + S(2)

R ( fr) + S(3)
R ( fr) + · · ·+ S(Mr)

R ( fr). (22)

To obtain the PC results in the range direction, we use the range frequency domain
matched filter, which can be expressed as

Hr( fr) = rect
(

fr

Br

)
exp

(
jπ

fr
2

Kr

)
. (23)

According to (22) and (23), the fast time-domain PC result can be deduced as

Sout_R(tr) =
Mr−1

∑
mr=0

ρmr Brsin c[Br(tr − 2τ)]

+
Mr−1

∑
mr=0

ρmr

1
∑

G=0

Mr−1
∑

k=1
exp

(
−j2πmrk

Mr

)
exp

[
−jπβr (G,k)2

Kr

]
·
[
(−1)G+1βr (G, k) + Br+ fsr

2

]
·sin c

{[
(−1)G+1βr (G, k) + Br+ fsr

2

](
tr +

βr (G,k)
Kr

− 2τ
)}

· exp
[

j2π
(

1
2 βr (G, k) + 1

4 (−1)G( fsr − Br)
)(

tr +
βr (G,k)

Kr
− 2τ

)]
.

(24)

From (24), after intra-pulse coding, the PC result of the jamming signal in the range
direction consists of multiple sin c functions with different amplitude coefficients. This
forms the basis for deceptive jamming in the range direction. By adjusting the number, Mr,
of ρmr( fr), diversified deceptive jamming effects can be generated in the SAR image.

3.2. Azimuth Compression

The azimuth PC is similar to the range direction, which can be regarded as a linear
frequency-modulated (LFM) signal with a chirp rate of Ka. Similar to Figure 7, the azimuth
echo can be split into Ma groups.

As is expressed in (19), the azimuth echo component can also be expressed as

SA(η) = S(1)
A (η) + S(2)

A (η) + S(3)
A (η) + · · ·+ S(Ma−1)

A (η), (25)

where the ma-th group can be expressed as

S(ma)
A (η) = rect

(
η

Ts

)
exp

(
−jπKaη2

) +∞

∑
ma=−∞

δ(η − laMa −ma) exp(jϕma)γma . (26)

Through the analysis of (26), the azimuth echo component is constituted by three items,
i.e., the quadratic phase term, exp

(
−jπKaη2); the impulse function term, δ(η − laMa −ma);

and the encoding item, exp(jϕma)γma . Then, the frequency-matched filter is used for PC,
which can be expressed as

Ha( fa) = rect
(

fa

Ba

)
exp

(
−jπ

fa
2

Ka

)
, (27)
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where Ba represents the Doppler bandwidth. Similar to range direction, the PC result in
the azimuth echo, SA(η), can be deduced as

Sout_A(η) =
Ma−1

∑
ma=0

ρma Basin c(Baη)

+
Ma−1

∑
ma=0

ρma

1
∑

L=0

Ma−1
∑

J=0
exp

(
−j2πma J

Ma

)
exp

[
−jπβa (L,J)2

Ka

]
·
[
(−1)L+1βa (L, J) + Ba+ fsa

2

]
·sin c

{[
(−1)L+1βa (L, J) + Ba+ fsa

2

](
η + βa (L,J)

Ka

)}
· exp

[
j2π
(

1
2 βa (L, J) + 1

4 (−1)L( fsa − Ba)
)(

η + βa (L,J)
Ka

)]
,

(28)

where fsa represents the azimuth sampling rate. ρma(η) stands for the phase encoding
terms of the ma-th group, i.e.,

ρma = exp(jϕma)γma . (29)

The βa (L, J) is also a function introduced for shorthand, which can be represented as

βa (L, J) = J fsa/Ma − L fsa, (30)

where fsa is the azimuth sampling rate. The value of L is 0 or 1. Similar to the one shown in
Figure 6, it is because the azimuth of the frequencies that can be observed is [− fsa/2, fsa/2 ].

From (28), the PC results in the azimuth direction are similar to those in the range
direction, which are also composed of multiple sin c functions with different amplitude
coefficients. This forms the basis for azimuth deceptive jamming.

3.3. False Target Feature Analysis
3.3.1. The Number of False Targets

Through the analysis of (24) and (28), the following relationship exists between the
number of false targets and groups, i.e.,{

Nr = 2(Mr − 1), azimuth
Na = 2(Ma − 1), range,

(31)

where Nr and Na represent the number of false targets in the range and azimuth, respec-
tively. The total number of false targets can be represented as

N = (2Mr − 1)(2Ma − 1)− 1. (32)

From (31) and (32), the number of false targets can be precisely controlled in the range
and azimuth directions by the number of groups.

3.3.2. The Position of False Targets

Through the analysis of (24), if G = 0, the value of βr (G, k) is greater than 0. At this
time, if the value of βr (G, k) is brought into Equation (24). The sin c function will shift
left. Relatively, if the value of βr (l, k) is less than 0, the sin c function will shift to the right,
i.e., the false target moves to the right of the real target. In other words, the value of G
determines the position of the false target in the SAR image. G = 0 means the false target is
shifted to the left of the real target. G = 1 means the false target is shifted to the right of the
real target. In addition, the value of k determines the distance between the false target and
the real target, i.e., the offset. If G = 0, the offset increases with the increase in k. If G = 1,
the offset reduces with the increase in k. In summary, as shown in Figure 8, in the range,
the position of false targets can be represented by the values of G and k. From Figure 8, the
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false targets are evenly distributed on both sides of the real target. Then, the false target at
the (G, k) position can be deduced as

POSRl,k(tr) = tr − 2τ − (Gαs − kαs/Mr)Tr, (33)

where αs represents the oversampling rate. To facilitate the verification, the time position
represented by (33) is converted into a space position in the SAR image, which can be
expressed as

ΩR(G, k) = X + (Gαs − kαs/Mr)Trc/2, (34)

where X represents the range direction position of the jammer in the SAR image.
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Figure 8. Derivation schematic diagram of false target position distribution (taking Ma = Mr = 3 as
an example).

Analogously, by analyzing (28), L = 0 means that the false target is behind the real
target, and L = 1 means that the false target is in front of the real target. The value of J
determines the offset between the false target and the real target in azimuth. If L = 0, the
offset increases with the increase in J. If L = 1, the offset reduces with the increase in J. In
summary, in the azimuth, the different false targets can be represented by the values of L
and J. Then, in the azimuth, the false target at the (L, J) position, POSAL, J(η), can also be
deduced as

POSAL,J(η) = η −
(

Lαs −
Jαs

Ma

)
Ts. (35)

The time position represented by (35) is converted into a space position in the SAR
image, which can be expressed as

ΩA(L, J) = Y +

(
Lαs −

Jαs

Mr

)
Tsv, (36)

where Y represents the azimuth direction position of the jammer in the SAR image.
Figure 8 shows the derivation results of false targets’ positions in the SAR image.

Subsequently, according to the values of G, k, L, and J, the position of the false target in the
SAR image can be determined by Formulas (34) and (36). This provides greater flexibility
for the implementation of deceptive jamming.
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3.3.3. The Amplitude of the False Target

The amplitude of the false target is an important factor in implementing deceptive
jamming. According to (24), the main factor affecting the amplitude of false targets is ρmr .
After analyzing (24) and (28), the amplitude of the false target at the (G, k, L, J) position in
logarithmic form can be calculated as

AG,k,L,J = ARG,k·αL,J , (37)

where αL,J denotes the ratio of the amplitude of the false targets at the (L, J) position to
the amplitude of the false target with the same azimuth position as the jammer. ARG,k
represents the amplitude of the false targets at a range position of (G, k) and can be
expressed as

ARG,k =

 20 log10

{
Mr−1

∑
mr=0

ρmr Brsin c[Br(tr − 2τ)]

}
, Same range position as the jammer

Ψ(G, k), others
, (38)

where Ψ(G, k) can be represented as

Ψ(G, k) = 20 log10

{[
(−1)G+1βr (G, k) + Br+ fsr

2

]
·sin c

{[
(−1)G+1βr (G, k) + Br+ fsr

2

](
tr +

βr (G,k)
Kr

− 2τ
)}

·
Mr−1

∑
mr=0

γmr exp(jϕmr) exp(−j2πmrk/Mr)

}}
.

(39)

αL,J is classified into two cases; if the false target and the jammer are located in the
same azimuth, then its value is 1. Otherwise, the value of αL,J can be expressed as

αL,J = 20 log10

{ ∣∣∣∑Ma−1
ma=0 γma exp(jϕma ) exp(−j2πma J/Ma)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∑Ma−1
ma=0 γma exp(jϕma )

∣∣∣
}

+20 log10

(
(−1)L+1βa (L,J)+(Ba+ fsa)/2

Ba

)
.

(40)

From (37), the amplitude of the false target at position (G, k, l, J) can be calculated. In
addition, the main factors that affect the amplitude of false targets are γma exp(jϕma). The
presence of phase encoding creates false targets. The amplitude encoding value affects the
amplitude of false targets. Thus, if the phase encoding value is determined, the false targets
of different amplitudes will be generated by adjusting the amplitude encoding value.

Based on the above analysis, the number of false targets in the range and azimuth can
be controlled by the number of groups. By controlling the amplitude encoding value, the
amplitude of the false target can be adjusted. Meanwhile, the positions of the false target in
the SAR image were also derived, which provides greater controllability and flexibility for
deceptive jamming implementation.

4. Simulation and Results

In this section, point and area target simulations are performed to prove the effective-
ness of the theoretical analysis. Meanwhile, to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed
method, the FDA-based jamming method [38] and the ISRJ method [43] are selected as
comparative experiments. Table 1 shows the main parameters of the simulation.
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Table 1. The main parameters of the simulation.

Parameter Value

Carrier frequency 5.4 GHz
Pulse width 25 us
Bandwidth 60 MHz

Pulse repetition frequency 1410 Hz
Platform velocity 7568.94 m/s

Closest slant range 815.9 km
Antenna length 15 m

Oversampling ration (αs ) 1.2

4.1. Point Target Simulation

The size of the simulation scene is set up as 16× 10 km in size. The jammer is placed
in the center of the scene, i.e., point (5, 8) km. The range and azimuth resolutions can be
calculated as 2.4983 m and 7.5 m from Table 1.

From the analysis in Section 3.3.1, the number of false targets is controlled by the
number of groups. Now, we set the phase encoding value as exp(jϑπ), ϑ = 1− (m− 1)/6,
where m = 1, 2, . . . , Ma = Mr represents the phase encoding value in the m-th group in
the range or azimuth. Taking Ma = Mr = 2 as an example, the phase encoding values
of different groups in the azimuth and range directions are exp(jπ), exp[j(5/6)π], and
exp[j(2/3)π]. Figure 9 shows the imaging results for different numbers of groups without
amplitude encoding.
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Figure 9. Simulation results of point targets with different grouping numbers (without amplitude
encoding), where the real target is inside the red circle. Results with only intra-pulse encoding
(a) Mr = 2, (b) Mr = 3, and (c) results with only inter-pulse encoding (Mr = 3). Results with
intra-pulse and inter-pulse encoding (d) Mr = Ma = 2, (e) Mr = 3, Ma = 2, and (f) Mr = 5, Ma = 3.

If the number of intra-pulse groups is two and three; the number of false targets in
the range direction can be calculated according to Formula (31), i.e., two and four, which
can be seen in Figure 9a,b. This is consistent with the analysis results. Figure 9c shows
the simulation results for only inter-pulse encoding, in which the number of false targets
also satisfies Formula (31). Figure 9d–f shows the imaging results with intra-pulse and
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inter-pulse 2D phase encoding. The number of false targets in Figure 9d–f is 8, 14, and
44, respectively, which agrees with Equation (32). Therefore, the accurate control of the
number of false targets can be achieved by the number of groups within the intra-pulse
and inter-pulse. In addition, the distribution of false targets is consistent with the results
derived in Figure 8.

Figure 10a shows the simulation results with only phase encoding (Mr = Ma = 3).
The real target is inside the red circle, i.e., the position of the jammer. To evaluate the false
target spatial position and amplitude, four points within the yellow rectangle in Figure 10a
were selected for validation. Taking point P3 as an example, the spatial position of the
false target can be calculated with Equations (34) and (36). According to the distribution of
false targets in Figure 8, the value of G and L are both equal to 0 at this time for the false
target, P3. In addition, the values of k and j can both be derived as 1. Subsequently, the
above values are, respectively, input into (34) and (36), which can obtain the theoretical
derivation position of the false target. The theoretical derivation and the simulated value
of the different false target space locations are shown in Table 2. It can be concluded that
the simulated values are basically consistent with the theoretical values.
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of amplitude encoding can be regarded as 1. For point 𝑃1, its range position is the same 

Figure 10. Simulation results of point targets with Mr = Ma = 3 (The real target is inside the red
circle). (a) The results with intra-pulse and inter-pulse encoding without amplitude encoding. (b) The
result with amplitude coding values of 1, 0.1, and 1. (c) The result with amplitude coding values of
0.1, 5, and 0.22. (d–f) The 3D imaging results of (a), (b), and (c), respectively.

Table 2. Peak value and position of false targets.

Range Position (km) Azimuth Position (km) Amplitude Peak Value (dB)

Point Theoretical Simulated Theoretical Simulated Theoretical Simulated

P1 5 5 6.7921 6.7243 −17.19 −18.56

P2 6.499 6.672 8 8 −14.34 −13.22

P3 3.501 3.4280 9.2079 9.1023 −36.17 −38.34

For ease of analysis, the maximum amplitude value (i.e., peak value) of the false
target is selected as the evaluation index to verify the correctness of the amplitude analysis.
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Since the simulation results of Figure 10a do not perform amplitude encoding, the value
of amplitude encoding can be regarded as 1. For point P1, its range position is the same
as the jammer, and the phase encoding values of intra-pulse and inter-pulse are exp(jπ),
exp[j(5/6)π], and exp[j(2/3)π]. Therefore, the value of ARG,k is calculated with (38). For
point P2, its azimuth position is the same as the jammer. Thus, the value of αL,J is 1. The
amplitude peak value of different false targets in Figure 10a is also shown in Table 2. It can
be seen from Table 2 that the theoretical value and the actual value are basically consistent.
Therefore, the analysis of false target amplitude is validated.

The characteristics of the false target, including the number, space position, and ampli-
tude ratio, are analyzed. However, the energy of false targets is always lower. Figure 10b,c
show the simulation results for amplitude encoding. Figure 10b is a simulation result of
amplitude encoding only in the second group, i.e., the encoding amplitude values are 1,
1.1, and 1 in the range and azimuth directions. Obviously, the amplitude ratio of some false
targets is changed. Figure 10c is the simulation result of amplitude encoding for all groups,
and the encoding amplitude values are 2.1, 5, and 1.22 in the range and azimuth. At this
time, the amplitude ratio of almost all false targets changes. Therefore, the amplitude of
the false target is affected by the amplitude encoding value.

To further study the effects of different amplitude encoding, we take point P3 in
Figure 10a as an example, i.e., G = L = 0 and k = J = 1, and set the amplitude encoding
value of the second group within the intra-pulse and inter-pulse to ε ∈ (1, 9]. The amplitude
code values for other groups are set to 1. Figure 11 shows the amplitude corresponding
to different amplitude encoding values. The blue line represents the theoretical value
calculated according to (37), and the red triangle represents the simulated value. Obviously,
the simulated value basically agrees with the theoretical value. Therefore, the amplitude
of the specific false target can be adjusted by the amplitude coding value. Meanwhile, the
amplitude of every false target can also be calculated.
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For comparison, the FDA-based jamming and ISRJ are selected. Figure 12a,c show
the point target simulation results of the FDA-based jamming [38], where the number of
FDA elements is five. Obviously, the FDA-based jamming generates false targets only
in the range direction. The point target of the simulation results of ISRJ is shown in
Figure 12b,d [43]. From the results, although ISRJ can produce 2D false targets, the energy
of the false target gradually decreases with the increase in the distance from the real target.
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In addition, the false targets generated by the ISRJ method are jointly determined by
multiple parameters and are difficult to control. Figure 13a,f show the simulation results
of the CAPII method in this paper, where the number of groups is Mr = Ma = 3, and
the amplitude and phase encoding values are random. Obviously, the CAPII method can
not only produce 2D false targets but the amplitude distribution of false targets is also
random when amplitude encoding values are random. In particular, Figure 13b,e show
the simulation results, where only the second group’s range direction value is set to 0,
and the other groups are set to 1. Compared to Figure 12a, two columns of false targets
corresponding to k = 2 are hidden. Figure 13c,f show the simulation results, where the
second group’s range and azimuth direction value is set to 0, and the other groups are set
to 1. Obviously, the two columns of false targets corresponding to k = 2 and the two rows
of false targets corresponding to J = 2 are hidden. That is to say that the false targets of the
specific group will disappear if the amplitude encoding value of the corresponding group
is set to 0. This reduces the regularity of false target distribution to some extent.

In summary, CAPII generates a 2D false target, and the amplitude of the false target
can be adjusted by the amplitude encoding value. Particularly, if the amplitude encoding
value of a certain group is set to 0, then its corresponding false targets will be hidden.
Meanwhile, the number of false targets can be precisely controlled, which provides greater
controllability for deceptive jamming implementations. Therefore, compared with the
FDA-based method and ISRJ method, the CAPII method has great advantages.
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Figure 13. Point target simulation results of CAPII (the real target is inside the red circle). (a) Results
with intra-pulse and inter-pulse encoding without amplitude encoding. (b) The result with amplitude
coding values 1, 0, and 1 in the intra-pulse (the amplitude encoding values of inter-pulse are all 1).
(c) Result with amplitude coding values 1, 0, and 1 in the intra-pulse and inter-pulse. (d–f) The 3D
imaging results of (a–c).

4.2. Area Target Simulation

To further analyze the proposed method, Figure 14 shows the simulation results of the
area target. Figure 14c–f are the simulation results of the CAPII method, where all phase
encoding is random. Figure 14c is the simulation result of only inter-pulse encoding with
Ma = 3, in which the false targets are generated in the azimuth. Meanwhile, the number
of false targets satisfies Equation (31). Figure 14d is the simulation result of amplitude
encoding where the amplitude encoding value is 0 in the second group. Obviously, the
corresponding false target is hidden. Figure 14c shows the simulation results of the joint
intra-pulse and inter-pulse coding (Ma = Mr = 3), which generates a 2D deceptive
jamming effect. Simultaneously, the corresponding false targets are hidden. Compared
with Figure 14d, the number of false targets in Figure 14f increases significantly. In addition,
the false targets of the third group of intra- and inter-pulses are hidden. This reduces the
regularity of the distribution of false targets to a certain extent.

Figure 14a shows the area target simulation results of the FDA-based jamming method.
The false targets are only generated in the range. Figure 14b shows the area target simulation
of the ISRJ method. Although ISRJ can produce 2D false targets, the energy of false energy
gradually decreases. Meanwhile, the number of false targets is difficult to control. However,
the proposed method, i.e., CAPII, can generate a flexible and controllable 2D deceptive
jamming effect. Specifically, the number of false targets can be precisely controlled by the
number of groups. The amplitude of the false targets can be modulated by the amplitude
encoding value. If the amplitude and phase encoding values are random, the energy of the
false targets is randomly distributed. In particular, if the amplitude encoding value of a
particular group is 0, its corresponding false targets will be hidden. Therefore, the CAPII
method has stronger controllability. The area target simulation experiments fully verify the
superiority of the proposed method.
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Figure 14. Area target simulation results (the real target is inside the red circle). (a) The results of
the FDA-based jamming method. (b) The results of the ISRJ method. (c) The results of CAPII with
Ma = 3 (encoding value randomly). (d) The results of CAPII with Ma = 3 (the amplitude encoding
value of the second set is 0). (e) The results of CAPII with Ma = Mr = 3 (the second set of amplitude
encoding values within inter-pulse is set to 0). (f) The results of CAPII with Ma = Mr = 4 (the third
set of amplitude encoding values within the inter-pulse is set to 0).

5. Discussion

From the experimental results, it can be seen that the proposed deception jamming
method has more flexible and controllable advantages over other methods. However, there
are still some problems with the proposed method. For example, the positions of false
targets are relatively fixed and are always evenly distributed on both sides of the real
targets. In addition, the imaging quality of the false target at the far end is poor. From
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target identification, uniformly distributed false targets increase the risk of being identified.
Therefore, these are problems that we need to further study.

6. Conclusions

With the continuous upgrading of ECM, various jamming technologies for SAR have
become a research hotspot. Due to low power consumption and higher concealment,
deceptive jamming has attracted more and more attention in the field of ECM. However,
the existing deceptive jamming implementation methods are relatively singular. Based
on waveform coding theory, this article proposed a repeater-type SAR deceptive jamming
method through the joint coding of amplitude and phase in intra-pulse and inter-pulse,
which can generate a 2D controllable deceptive jamming effect. The core of the proposed
CAPII method is to encode the intercepted SAR signals, and various jamming effects can
be achieved by controlling different coding parameters. For intra-pulse coding, the CAPII
method first samples the intercepted SAR signal and groups the samples. Second, the joint
coding of amplitude and phase is performed for each group respectively. The number of
groups determines the number of false targets. The amplitude encoding value affects the
energy of false targets. In addition, false target characteristics, including number, position,
and amplitude, are analyzed. The simulation results verify the correctness of the theoretical
analysis. In addition, FDA-based deceptive jamming and ISRJ were used as comparative
methods, which fully demonstrates the superiority of the CAPII method. Therefore, the
CAPII method can realize the protection of sensitive targets or areas.

Furthermore, in this paper, we only provided deceptive jamming implementations in
stationary target and Stripmap mode. However, the CAPII method is also appropriate for
moving targets and other working modes, such as Spotlight SAR, ScanSAR, Tops-SAR, etc.

Our future works are as follows:

• Realizing the control of the positions of the false targets.
• Applying the CAPII method to moving targets.
• Applying the CAPII method to a variety of modes.
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